
Our Product:  
Each word in the Speechlust 
dictionary is specifically chosen for 
its beauty, power and strength. 
Customers can choose from over 
thirty unique and meaningful words 
stylishly engraved on modern dog-
tag pendants. !!
All necklaces ship 

worldwide via 

www.speechlust.com. !
From Our Dictionary:  !
 
Querencia: (n.) A place from which one’s strength is drawn or a place where you feel your most 
authentic self.  

Meraki: (n.) The result of putting your soul, passion and love into a project thereby leaving a piece of 
yourself in the work.  

Orenda: (n.) A mystical force present in all people that gives us the strength to affect change in 
ourselves and the world.  

Sangfroid: (n.) Composure and coolness shown even under intense stress and pressure.   !
Our Social Media:  

!
!
            

   
@SpeechlustJewelry      /SpeechlustJewelry      @Speechlust 

    

Our Press Contact:  

pr@speechlust.com | 647-522-7119 

!
She always keeps her word. 

http://www.speechlust.com
https://www.instagram.com/speechlustjewelry/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/speechlustjewelry/
https://twitter.com/speechlust
mailto:pr@speechlust.com
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About Us:  
Our jewelry uses the incredible 
power of unique words to remind 
individuals of their core beliefs, 
aspirations and fondest memories.  

Speechlust believes that 

a single word can make 

the ultimate statement.  !
Our Story: 
Canadian entrepreneur Courtney Chilton founded Speechlust with the belief that words have the 
power to motivate and inspire. In her last semester of university, Courtney fell in love with the word 
Aristotle used to summarize his theories, “eudaimonia”—to live well and do well. In fact, she almost 
tattooed it on her wrist but something held her back.  

Months later, while backpacking in Southeast Asia, she came across a jewelry market and realized 
what she had wanted all along. She engraved “eudaimonia” on a beautiful piece of jewelry. It 
immediately became her favourite possession.  

Later in her travels, Courtney engraved a second piece with the word “fernweh.” It was shared with her 
by a German traveler and means a homesickness for far-off lands. Soon, she began to receive many 
compliments and questions about her necklaces. It was clear she was on to something and she 
recognized that jewelry could be used to share the power of a well-chosen word. With that, Speechlust 
was born. !
Read our full story: www.speechlust.com/pages/ourstory  !
Our Logo:  
Our logo is an important part of our company's culture. The top triangle 
represents the power of transcending and the bottom triangle symbolizes the 
magic of exploring. At Speechlust we believe that an openness to exploring in all 
areas of life—from travel to new relationships to fresh career opportunities—is 
what leads us to transcend the limits we so often place on ourselves. 

http://www.speechlust.com/pages/ourstory

